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Abstract 
This communication aims to present the evolution of the activities carried out in France for assessing concrete 
properties by combining NDT methods. An important effort was done for improving NDT methods, particularly 
for more suitable on-site applications (for instance use of ultrasonic non-contact or multi-array sensors, 
development of non-linear acoustic methods). A big database has been progressively built involving many NDT 
measurements regarding different concrete properties. The combination of NDT methods is explored by data 
fusion, using the theory of possibilities, for the assessment of compressive strength, moisture content and 
porosity. This procedure has been improved, reinforced and validated for onsite applications and is being 
extended to new concrete properties (carbonation depth, mechanical and thermal damages). A specific attention 
was developed to define and increase the quality and the optimization of the concrete characteristics evaluation. 
The sensitivity and the variability of NDT measurements were evaluated. The quantification of quality of 
inversion process and uncertainty of the assessment was also developed. And finally an optimization of number 
of NDT measurements and their localization on site was proposed. 

Keywords: NDT methods, combination, concrete properties, data fusion, optimization, onsite testing  

1. Introduction 

In France, fifteen years ago, the use of NDT for assessing the properties of concrete was 
considered at best as a seductive idea or a promising way but at worst sometimes as a fiction 
or a utopia. However, the exploitation and maintenance of the construction works, especially 
for the nuclear power plants, evolve consequently. That implies a real effort from all the 
community involved in structural surveillance (French government, private companies, public 
owners and researchers) and new developments of the NDT. Today, even if many progresses 
remain to perform, we can say that it is not anymore a fiction. A lot of improvements were 
accomplished on the techniques and in the methodology, particularly for using them in the 
difficult context of concrete structures. A lot a difficulties are to be overcome as surface 
finishing, accessibility and variability of the concrete and its environment. Data processing 
has also evolved and in relation with a better handling of the methods, the processing of 
measurements is now almost possible in real time. The sensitivity of NDT to several concrete 
parameters is known and quantified and the variability of measurements at different levels 
was also assessed. Several concrete properties are addressed, porosity, moisture, compressive 
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strength, E-modulus, carbonated depth, chloride content and more recently mechanical and 
thermal damages and cracking. Several families of techniques are used in combination, 
acoustic (linear and nonlinear), electromagnetic (low and high frequencies) and electric. The 
possibility of combining different NDT methods was also studied and a specific methodology 
was defined. This methodology was validated on site in the frame of ACDC project which 
proposed a calibration procedure on cores of the data fusion. 
More recently in order to emphasize the interest of NDT for assessing concrete properties we 
have proposed to work within a collaborative project in relation with experts in probabilistic 
modeling of the concrete damages. The interest of NDT is its ability to perform several 
measurements and so to assess the variability of concrete which is essential for probabilistic 
modelling. Moreover NDT makes it possible to repeat measurements with a shorter 
periodicity than destructive assessments and to proceed to a monitoring of the structures. This 
allows an actualization of the predictions provided by the probabilistic models. In this context 
a specific procedure was also developed for the optimization of the localization and the 
number of NDT measurements in order to enhance the quality of the assessment. 
Four projects will be described in this communication. There is continuity between the 
different projects. SENSO project (2006-2009) was dedicated to determine the sensitivity of 
NDT measurements to some concrete properties and to quantify their variability at different 
levels. In this project a strategy of combining different families of NDT methods was also 
tested and a data fusion procedure was experimented. Then, ACDC project (2010-1013) was 
devoted in one hand to propose a methodology for on-site auscultation and in second hand to 
extend the fusion procedure of SENSO project on real structures. It was demonstrated that a 
calibration of this procedure is necessary and different ways for achieving it were tested. A 
calibration by using specific cores extracted in well-identified area was tested and seemed to 
be efficient. Another project (EvaDéOS, 2011-2015) aimed to demonstrate the ability of NDT 
methods to be used in conjunction with probabilistic models to predict the evolution of 
damages and to optimize the survey of the structures. Finally a current project (ENDE, 2014-
2018) in relation with the survey of nuclear plants, proposes to use NDT methods in 
combination to characterize mechanical and thermal damages and cracks in concrete. 

2. NDT methods: improvement and innovation 
 

2.1. Ultrasonic techniques 

Many developments were done either for improving the portability of devices, enhancing the 
measurement process or to explore new paradigms. For the first point some devices were 
proposed to improve the use of the techniques on site either by automating the measurements 
with a non-contact ultrasonic scanner [1] or by developing new probes [2,3] (see Figure 1). 
For the second point the use of non-contact sensors was also developed in order to avoid the 
use of a coupling agents which are absorbed by porous concrete thus modify surface wave 
parameters.  
Many approaches of NonLinear Acoustic characterization that are based on bulk, surface or 
backscattered waves are also developed since a few years [4], [5], [6]. 
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a) Non-contact automated ultrasonic scanner for surface 

wave measurements [1] 

 
b) Multi-sensors probe for US surface wave 

measurements [2], [3] 

Figure 1: innovations for ultrasonic techniques  

2.2. Electromagnetic techniques 

Several developments were done regarding the use of GPR for the assessment of moisture in 
concrete by using direct wave. Specific devices were proposed for the measurement of 
velocities onsite by using CMP or WARR configuration [7] and automation is under 
development. A device has also proposed for coupling two GPR antennas in a same box with 
a survey wheel (Figure 2-a). By using a double channel GPR, this allows to perform velocity 
measurements along a profile inside the reinforcement mesh. For the capacitive method which 
is very relevant for moisture, an adapted device with different sizes of electrodes able to 
assess different depths of concrete was developed [8]. This device has been progressively 
improved f.i. with a wireless transmission of measures to PC and better handling (Figure 2-b). 

 
 

 
a) GPR: fixed offset device with  

one emitter and two receivers 
b) Capacitive measurements: new probe 

developed by IFSTTAR 

Figure 2: innovations for electromagnetic techniques 

2.3. Electric techniques 

Since the beginning Wenner and quadripole probes are used. More recently electrical 
resistivity tomography (ERT) is used for detecting resistivity gradients and more especially 
moisture variation in depth [9] or monitoring the chloride ingress at several test times [10]. 

3. SENSO project 

The objectives of this project coordinated by LMDC (2006-2009) were to define the 
sensitivity of different NDT measurements provided by different families of techniques [11]. 
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In the frame of this project, an important experimental program involving different concretes 
were designed involving a representative range of porosity, different nature and sizes of 
aggregates.  
One important topic of this project was to evaluate the variability of each NDT measurement 
at different levels (repeatability of the measurement V1, on a same sample V2, on different 
slabs of the same concrete batch V3, between different batches V4).  
The project allowed building bi-linear regressions between each NDT measurement and two 
indicators. These regressions will be used as basic curves in the following. For each 
measurement, a linear model (correlation law) with two variables was obtained according to 
Eq.1, e.g. for porosity and moisture: 

   
cpbSaNDT r ++= ..  (Eq.1) 

Where: 
 

- NDT is the NDT measurement 
- Sr is saturation degree (volumetric water content) 
- p is porosity 
- a, b and c are the regression coefficients  

 
For the estimation of the quality of the measurements the different levels of variability were 
taken into account by means of a quality index (QI) calculated using the relation (Eq.2): 

The relevance of the measurements was assessed with respect to each indicator, by comparing 
the variances V3 and V4 calculated for each measurement. A relevance index (RI) was 
calculated (Eq.3) for each measurement with respect to each indicator  

Finally a procedure of data fusion using theory of possibility [12] was developed in SENSO 
project to combine the NDT data. The principle consists of using the bi-linear regressions 
drawn from the laboratory tests, namely empirical correlation on Figure 3a. A NDT 
measurement which can be considered is a horizontal plan which crosses the plan of the 
empirical correlation and provides a distribution of possibilities of both concrete properties 
(here saturation degree and porosity). This could be represented by a straight line which in 
reality is a band because the distribution of possibilities takes into account both variability of 
NDT measurement and empirical model error. Larger the band thickness is, higher is the 
incertitude of the assessment. The lower part of figure 3a is a 3D representation of the 
distribution of possibilities. The set of values of NDT measurement (here the radar central 
frequency) with a degree of possibility of 1 corresponds to the values obtained from the 
crossing between the plane of the measure and the plane of the model. This process is 
repeated for several NDT measurements and the different distributions of possibilities are 
crossed. Then a 3D representation is drawn (Figure 3b). The top of the cone corresponds to 
the higher degree of possibility which can be considered as the most probable solution. In 
order to quantify the quality and the reliability of the data fusion a quality estimator (QE) was 
proposed. QE depends on the morphology of the 3D distribution and more precisely on the 
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height of the cone. Higher is the cone, higher is QE and so higher is the reliability of the 
assessment of concrete properties. 

 
               a)                        b) 

Figure 3: illustration of two important steps of the data fusion procedure  
a) distribution of possibilities (porosity and saturation degree) for one NDT measurement  

b) 2D and 3D crossing of several distribution of possibilities, giving the solution corresponding  
to the highest degree of possibility 

4. ACDC project 

One of the objectives of this project coordinated by LMA (2011-2014) was to propose 
guidelines for implementing NDT onsite for the characterization of concrete properties. To do 
that, a general methodology to auscultate a structure was proposed and the procedure for each 
NDT and for the inversion was written. These guidelines are planned to be updated during the 
new projects. The different steps of the evaluation are considered: selection of techniques and 
most reliable NDT measurements parameters for evaluating concrete properties, selection of 
the best association of techniques and evaluated parameters, interpretation of NDT 
measurements and quantification of concrete properties by calibration of the correlation laws. 

But the main goal was to extend the measurements and fusion methodologies proposed in 
SENSO project for onsite applications. Especially, within SENSO project, the data fusion 
methodology was developed from the laboratory database. At the end of the project the 
methodology was applied for assessing real structures and it was clearly demonstrated that a 
calibration procedure must be developed [13]. It was the objective of ACDC.  
For this calibration, three different procedures were developed. The first one is named 
calibration by “mean value” which corresponds to a homothetic transformation of the linear 
regression between each NDT measurement and each concrete property coming from the data 
base of SENSO project and named basic curve (Figure 4-a). Calibration by “mean value” 
means that the basic curve is moved up to the plot corresponding to the mean value of all 
NDT measurements (mean NDT) versus the mean value of concrete property measured on 
cores by destructive testing (DT) namely mean DT. Then the corrected curve is obtained. 
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a) calibration of data fusion process  

by mean value 
b) calibration procedure by coherence and affine transformation 
Each straight line corresponds to a distribution of possibilities 

Figure 4: different calibration procedures 

The second calibration procedure consists of two steps described on figure 4-b. The first one 
is named “coherence” (COH). It consists to analyze the NDT by forcing the different 
distributions of possibility provided by different measurements to cross at the same point. 
This is performed by varying simultaneously the coefficients of all the linear regressions of 
the models obtained during SENSO project and by minimizing a cost function. The second 
step is called “affine transformation” (AT). It consists to quantify the concrete properties by 
forcing the point where the distributions of possibilities are crossing to move up to the 
concrete property measured by destructive testing (DT) in red on figure 5. This is achieved by 
adjusting the coefficients of the linear regressions already modified by COH [14]. 

In practice both procedures (MV and COH+TA) were tested. If the concrete properties are not 
significantly varying on the investigated structure, the ‘mean value” procedure can be 
sufficient. 

This was experimented on a series of columns of a highway bridge in the north of France 
(Marly, Figure 5a). After a fast auscultation of the structures by using the most rapid and 
cheap techniques, six zones were identified on different columns of the structure. The goal of 
the first sounding was to identify extreme areas in order to get the largest range of concrete 
properties (DT) in order to enhance the quality of calibration. 

   
a) b) 

Figure 5: a) vue of “Marly bridge” columns b) assessment of compressive strength on 7 points, comparison of 
value obtained by destructive testing (fc ED) and by proposed fusion methods 

The results presented on Figure 5b compare the values of compressive strength obtained by 
destructive testing and by fusion and calibration. The results are quite close even for the 
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calibration by mean value (MV).  The value of quality estimator (QE) is the decisive criterion 
to choose the best inversion process (COH+AT). All the strategy to implement NDT on site 
based on the inversion and calibration by DT is done by means of free prototype software.  

In addition, a third procedure was proposed by building new ND calibration curves on few 
cores extracted from the studied structure and tested in the lab with calibration cells (for US, 
EM and electric techniques). Then, the on-site ND measurement can be combined to evaluate 
two concrete properties (p and Sr). This procedure was also validated on “Marly bridge” as 
shown in Table 1 [15]. 

Table 1: Comparison of estimated concrete properties by using on site NDT and 
calibrations with reference durability indicators measured on cores [15] 

 Localization on site 
Mean estimations 

± standard deviation 
Ref. measurements 

on cores 
Pile NDT Coring φ (%) S (%) φ (%) S (%) 

ZBL 
1 mesh (Vp ; Eps ; 

Re) 
1 core in the same mesh, 

ref. LMDC 
15.5 81.3 15.2 72.3 

ZBL 
5 meshes (Vp ; Eps ; 

Re) 
5 cores in the same mesh, 

ref. IFSTTAR 
15.3 ± 

0.4 
79.8 ± 

1.5 
15.3 ± 0.8 73.1 ± 2.8 

Sadam 3 meshes (Vp ; Eps) 
2 cores in the adjacent 

mesh, ref. LMDC 
15.4 ± 

0.3 
78.2 ± 

3.4 
15.7 ± 0.4 76.1 ± 0.2 

S 3 meshes (Vp ; Eps) 
3 cores in the same mesh, 

ref. LMDC 
16.9 ± 

3.9 
68.2 ± 

6.8 
16.1 ± 1.2 75.1 ± 1.9 

 

5. EvaDéOS project 

The aim of this project coordinated by LMDC (2011-2015) is to propose a strategy for the 
management of concrete structures involving nondestructive evaluation, predictive modelling 
of the evolution of concrete properties and decision making for the optimization of follow-up. 
This project involves not only specialists of NDT but also experts in the domains of 
probabilistic modelling and on structural safety. 

 

Figure 6: strategy for performing an optimal inspection 

The main idea is to take profit of the possibility of repeating measurements with NDT which 
makes it possible to provide useful information about the variability of the material for 
probabilistic modelling. Moreover the possibility of providing new measurements at different 
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periods of the structure history makes it possible the actualization of the models and so it can 
enhance the process of decision making. 

 

Figure 7: OSSM application on EDF thermal power plant in Le-Havre, France  
a and b-Variograms of UPV and permittivity, c-variogram of water saturation after fusion of NDT,  

d-Spatial sampling in regular and optimal grid, e-optimal locations of cores after OSSM and Kriging 
interpolation  

Focusing on NDT developments, one of the most interesting contributions for this project was 
the proposition of a methodology for optimizing the localization and the number of NDT 
measurements on site [16].This strategy, explained on Figure 6, consists of carrying out first a 
pre-auscultation of the structure under test, using a “fast” and low cost NDT to evaluate and 
model the spatial variability of concrete. In a second step, the Optimization Spatial Sampling 
Method (OSSM) developed for this study will make possible to define the number and the 
optimal locations of more refined measurements or of samples to be taken for complementary 
diagnosis or future monitoring of the concrete structure. Two geostatistic tools (variogram and 
kriging) are used in addition to OSSM. The variogram is used to define the length form which 
measurements are independent and kriging is implemented to make an interpolation and to 
estimate the values between the measured points. Three fitness functions can be used for the 
optimization (MKSD, MPE and VEE) [16]. It was demonstrated that a non-regular grid of the 
measurements is more efficient than a regular one to minimize the error of kriging.  
The procedure was implemented on a real structure (thermal power plant, EDF Le Havre) 
along a horizontal line of measurements [16].  On Figure 7-a and 7-b are shown the measured 
and modeled variograms of ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) and permittivity along a 
horizontal profile. Figures 7-c presents the measured and modeled variogram of water 
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saturation after fusion of NDT. An example of optimal sampling is presented in figure 7-d 
that shows a significant decrease of VEE fitness function from regular to optimal grid. The 
results of kriging after the optimization and the locations of cores with two fitness functions 
from 6 measurements are shown in figure 7-e. The details of the results of OSSM for the 
optimal locations of cores are presented in [17]. 

EvaDéOS project also aimed to assess the sensitivity of NDT methods to moisture gradients 
[18]. In this project, combination of NDT methods is also used to assess the carbonated depth 
in association with porosity and moisture. This is an innovative approach allowing the 
assessment of three concrete properties instead of two. The approach uses both theory of 
possibility and artificial neural networks.   

6. ENDE Project 

To address security issues of nuclear power plants, ENDE project aims to follow by NDT the 
ability of the containment structures to ensure their functions of mechanical resistance and 
sealing. These evaluations are dedicated to the two steps of the containment structure life: ten-
year visits (5 bars internal pressure) and Large Loss of Coolant Accident (LLOCA) (up to 5 
bars and 180°C in 20 seconds). 

The first goal of the project is to define NDT methods that allow evaluating the concrete 
taking into account the evolutions of stresses and damage generated by mechanical or thermal 
solicitations in a determined area. These measures are linked to the leak rate of the concrete. 
For that, 52 NDT parameters are defined and measured in laboratory in different testing 
conditions that correspond to the different solicitation states of a containment structure in its 
life cycle. They are tried, selected and combined by data fusion in order to optimize the 
evaluation of the strength, porosity, water saturation rate, stress and damage.  

The second purpose of the project is to characterize the type of defects: diffuse and localized 
damage, then their transition to a continuous damage, and eventually a crack for which the 
project has to estimate both depth and opening.  

Finally, the third objective of the ENDE project is to implement the selected NDT methods 
and the associated parameters on site. Two structures are proposed: the containment structure 
of a wind tunnel available by ONERA and a model at a scale of 1:3 of a containment structure 
of a nuclear power plant built by EDF in the frame of VeRCoRs project. 

All the details and the first results of ENDE project are proposed in the NDT CE 2015 
communication “Non Destructive Evaluation of containment nuclear plant structures” [18]. 

7. Conclusions 

This communication proposed a fast overview of the work performed in the frame of a French 
partnership for about 15 years. The main goal of the activities concerns the characterization of 
concrete properties by combining NDT methods. At the beginning the properties were more 
linked to environmental pathologies like corrosion for instance, but more recently mechanical 
or thermal damages are also in concern. The strategy is based on combination of NDT 
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methods for which the measurement quality and relevance is quantified by a specific 
procedure, first developed in laboratory conditions and extended for onsite applications. Once 
both quality and relevance of the NDT measurement are ensured, the results obtained from the 
combination are merged by means of a data fusion procedure. This procedure is calibrated by 
using cores. An optimization process for the localization and the number of both NDT 
measurements and cores for destructive tests was also proposed. In parallel with those 
developments NDT methods were improved and new paradigms were validated regarding 
their quality and relevance and tested on real structures. So we propose strategy and tools to 
sound a structure. The perspectives are now to extend the procedures to new applications and 
new concrete properties.  
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